
 Carsyn Newton 
On the occasion of your Limestone Student Achievers Award 

At Ernestown Secondary School, we honour the SOAR motto which emphasizes self-discipline, 
optimism, action and respect. Carsyn Newton showcases this motto in her athletic prowess, her 
academic pursuits and her far-reaching leadership. 

As an athlete, Carsyn consistently represents our school in a variety of varsity athletics; it is in 
this venue that she most notably demonstrates the “S” of our motto—self-discipline. Her 
unyielding commitment to achieving her personal best combined with her quiet, competent 
leadership style serve her teams well, as she capably performs while aptly leading by example. 
This example extends to soccer, basketball, hockey, and wrestling where she has been 
consistently recognized. This year, Carsyn’s skills extended beyond the school and regional level 
as she progressed to the provincial level and represented our school at OFSAA as an 
accomplished wrestler.  

As a student, this excellence manifests in her unwavering optimism (the O in SOAR) both for 
herself and for others. Carsyn consistently demonstrates superior skills, attitude and work ethic 
as she challenges herself with a well-rounded academic course load. Not only does she apply 
this outlook to herself, she shares this optimistic approach with others. Speaking to her peers at 
various events, she encourages students to get involved and make the most of their time. Her 
recent address to incoming Grade 8s modelled what we hope to see in all our students—an 
optimistic approach to all parts of life at school. Consistently demonstrating a thorough 
understanding of the need to give back, Carsyn has had numerous successes in co-operative 
education placements at Odessa Public School, and plans to pursue a career in teaching.  

In terms of leadership, Carsyn’s far-reaching impact illustrates the remaining components of 
our SOAR motto—action and respect. As a leader, Carsyn is considered a “go to” person. 
Regardless of the event, Carsyn is volunteering, organizing or simply supporting—action at its 
best. This year, Carsyn is co-president of our Students’ Council. This role requires organization, 
communication and positive rapport with others. It is this positive relationship that she fosters 
with everyone that demonstrates her unreserved respect for everyone. Although Carsyn never 
seeks the spotlight, she is comfortable leading her peers or diligently working in the 
background. Carsyn embodies the remaining components of our SOAR motto—-action and 
respect—and she does it in such an understated manner that she makes others believe they 
can do it, too. 

The Limestone District School Board is proud to honour Carsyn Newton with a Limestone 
Student Achievers Award. 


